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RATIONAL INTERPOLATION OF THE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION

L. BARATCHART, E. B. SAFF AND F. WIELONSKY

ABSTRACT. Let m, n be nonnegative integers and a<m+n) be a set of m + n + 1 real
in~lation points (not necessarily distinct). Let Rm.n = P m.n / Qm.n be the unique

rational function with degPm.n ::; m, deg Qm,n :$n, that in~lates e'" in the points of
a<nr+n). Ifm = mv, n = nv with mv + nv --+ 00, and mv /nv --+ A as v --+ 00, and the sets

a<nr+n) are uniformly bounded, we show that

Pm.n(z) --+ ~/(l+)'), Qm.n(z) --+ e-z/(l+).)

locally uniformly in the complex plane C, where the normalization Qm,n(O) = 1 has

been imposed. Moreover, for any compact set K C C we obtain sharp estimates for
the error leZ -Rm.n(z)1 whenz E K. These results generalize properties of the classical
Fade apProximants. Our convergence theorems also apply to best (real) Lp ratiQnal
approximants to e'" on a finite reaJl interval.

1. Introduction. The study of Pade approximants to the exponential function ~
was initiated by C. Hermite [8] and continued by his student H. Pade [12] [13] [14].
Given a pair (m, n) of nonnegative integers, the Pade approximant of type (m, n) to e" is
the unique rational function

deg~,n = m,R~,n = ~,n/ ~,n' ~,n(O) = 1,with

that satisfies
(1.1) , e"-R~,n(Z)=O(znt+n+l) asz-O;

that is~ R~,n interpolates eZ in the origin taken of multiplicity m + n + 1. (The superscript
0 is' used to emphasize that the interpolation points are all at z = 0). Unlike Pade
approximaIits'to most other functions, it is possible to write simple explicit formulas for

~,n and ~,n:

(1.2)
n (m + n -j)! n! (-zy' .

~,n(z) = ~ (m + n)!j! (n -j)!
m (m +n -})! m!zi

~,n(z) = ~ (m +n)!j! (m -})! '

The properties of these approximants form a classical subject that has application to
number theory (Hermite's proof of the transcendency of e and Lindemann's proof of
the transcendency of 7r; cf [21]), the stability of numerical methods for solving differ-
ential equations (cf [9], [23]), and continued fraction representations for the efficient

calculation of the exponential.
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Fade proved (cf also [15]) that any sequence { R~ n} for which m + n --+ 00 converges
,

to e locally unifomIly in the complex plane. (In particular, the zeros and poles of
such Fade approximants all tend to infinity). Moreover, if m = mv and n = nv. where
mv + nv --+ 00 and m" / nv --+ A as II --+ 00, then the Fade numerators ~v,nv and Fade

denominators ~v.nv themselves converge:

The location of the zeros and poles of the R~,n has also been a subject of substantial

interest (cf [20], [23]) for they display an elegant behavior of relevance to the stability
of numerical methodS as applied to the test differential equationy' (x) = ry(x).

It is therefore somewhat surprising that the study of so-called multi-point Fade ap-

proximants to e1:, that is, rational functions that interpolate e1: in some fixed triangular
scheme of points, has till now only received little attention. In the case when interpolation

points {xi2n}}r:o all lie in some fixed interval of the real axis of length Ct with Ct < 2,
P. Borwein [4], [5] has obtained estimates for the error

~ -RII,n(x),

where Rn,n(x) interpolates ~in {xi2ll)}r=o. However, his ~stimates (which are given only
for the diagonal case m = n), while sharp up to a multiplicative constant, were only

shown to hold for x in the same interval as the interpolation points and the multiplicative
constants involved become unbounded as the length a of the interval tends to 2.

The purpose of the present work is to analyze the behavior of multi-point Pade approx-
imants to e for any triangular scheme of real interpolation points that belong to some
fixed interval (of any finite length). For such points we establish a generalization of the

convergence properties of the classical Pade approximants which have all interpolation
points atz = O. Furthem1ore, we obtain sharp (up to multiplicative constants) error esti-

mates for these multi-point interpolants which are valid at every point z in the complex

plane C. Also, we apply our results to the study of best (real) Lp rational approximants
to ~ on a finite real interval.

2. Statements of main resllllts. We list our main results first, deferring their proofs
to the next section.

THEOREM 2.1. Let B<m+n) := {xim+n)}k:<Jn, m = m", n = n" be a triangular sequence of
-

-:!:

and denote by Rm,n
in ffim+n). Then

= P m,n / Qm,n the rational function of type (m,n) that interpolates ez

lim Rm.on.(Z) = ~
/'--00

(not necessarily distinct) real interpolation points contained in the interval [-p, p] such
that
(2.1) lim mv + nv = 00,

v-oo
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locally uniformly in C. /fin addition (m,n) is a ray sequence, that is,

mil
lim =.:\

v-ooo nv
(0 ~ .A ~ +00),

we have as 11 --+ 00

Pm.,n.(Z) -~/(1+.\) Qm.,n.(Z) -.e-Z/(I+A)and

locally unifonnly in C, where Qmv,nv is nonnalizedso that Qmv.nv (0) = 1.

The above statement tacitly assumes that Rm",nv has no pole at zero. We shall see in
Lemma 2.4 that this eventually becomes true as II increases to infinity. In the case where

mv > p -1, the nonvanishing of Qmv,nv at zero also follows from Proposition 2.8.
For simplicity, we shall usually omit the subscript v in the sequel, writing m instead

of mv and n instead of nv. The convergence asserted in Theorem 2.1 can be further

estimated as follows.

THEOREM 2.2. LetB<nr+1I), m = mv, n = nv and Rm", be~ in Theorem 2.1, where it is

assumed that (2.1) and (2.2) hold. For K C C a compact set, define

Co = mill I~IzeK ' c) = ma:x l~1zeK '

and put
C --p 2/(1+>') C -..D 2/(1+>')0 -e Co , I -t:" Cl .

Then, for any positive real number a < 1, there exists a positive integer L such that the
rational interpolants Rm,n(z) to ez satisfy for all z E K

as soon as m +n ~ L.

From Theorem 2.2 we shall deduce absolute error bounds which do not depend on a

particular ray sequence, namely:

THEOREM 2.3. For K C C a compact set, let Co and CI be as in Theorem 2.2. Define
mo to be c5 if Co :$ I and to be 1 otherwise. In a symmetric manner; let ml be q if Cl ~ 1
and 1 otherwise. Then,for any positive real number a < 1, there exists a positive integer
L depending only on p, K, and a such that any rational inte1polant Rm,n(z) of type (m, n)
to ez in m + n + 1 points off -p, p] satisfies for all z E K

'"';.

ePm m+n1 n \ (m+n)\.z-x
~ -m!n! a k=O k'

as soon as m + n ~ L. Inequality (2.5) is sharp, in the sense that it would not hold with
a larger constant than e-Pmo on the left nor a smaller constant than ePm 1 on the right.
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Let us comment about the sharpness of the bounds; if K consists solely of the complex
number z = 0" + it and if we choose p = 0, that is, if xim+/1) = 0 for all k, m and n, we get

from (2.4) by letting a tend to I:

Ie -Rm,n(z)1 =

which is the correct asymptotic for the well-known Pade approximants (see [6], equa-
tion (5.5), p. 138).

If, for some real';, we replace z by z -.; in (2.6) and then multiply by eo;, we obtain

(2.7) Ie -e~ Rm,n(z -f.)1 '"

Noting that e~ Rm,n(z -~) is the Pade approximant to ~ at ~, we see from (2.7) that any
estimate of the enur which is unifoInl with respect to the location of the intexpolation
points over [-p,p] must include some exponential factor of p from above and the
reciprocal factor from below as soon as ). =I 1. This shows, in Theorem 2.2, that the
term ell appearing in Co and CI, though possibly not optimal, is not a pure artefact of our

approach. We also notice that the estimates (2.4) cannot be improved upon when). = 0
or ). = 00, because they coincide then with the upper bound of the Pade estimates (2.7)

when ~ ranges over [-p,p]. Since mo and mI, in Theorem 2.3, are respectively equal
2f(I+A) 2f(I+A) [to the lower and upper bound of Co and cI when ). ranges over 0,00], the

preceding remark accounts for the sharpness of (2.5).
The proof of Theorem 2.1 relies on the following lemma, which may be of independent

interest

LEMMA 2.4. Let sn(z) be a sequence of monic polynomials with deg Sn = n a~d assume
that their zeros all lie in some disk Izi :5 p. Let qm,n(Z) be the monic polynomial of degree n
such that

(1 + D)m+l qm,n = Sn, mEN,

where D denotes differentiation. Then the following assertions hold true:

(i) all the zeros of qm,n tend to infinity as m + n tends to infinity;
(ii) ifn:z + n is large enough, so that qm,n(O) T' 0 by (i), the family {qm,n/qm,n(O)} is

normal in the complex plane;
(iii) ifm = mv, n = nv satisfy (2.1) and (2.2), then

(2.8)

locally unifonnly in the complex plane.

Note that the rational interpolant Pm,n/ Qm,n considered in Theorem 2.1 is such that
the ratio

Qm.n(Z)ez -Pm.n(Z)

qm+'1+1 (Z)
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is holomolphic in the whole complex plane, where qm+lr+! is defined as

m+1I
qm+1I+l (z) = n (z -X~II»).

k=O

We choose to denote this as follows:

Qm,n(Z)~ -Pm,n(Z) = O(qm+n+l(Z)).

We now perfoml a nomlalization which will be important in the sequel. We denote by
P m,n and Qm,n the polynomials which are obtained upon dividing P m,n and Qm,n by the

leading coefficient of the latter. Hence, Qm,n is monic. We still have

Qm,n(z)e -Pm,n(Z) = O(qm+7t+l(Z)).

Differentiating this equality (m + 1) times and using the fact that the zeros of qm+n+!
are all real, we deduce from Rolle's theorem that there exists a monic polynoInial7rn of
degree n whose roots all lie in [-p, p] such that

As the polynomials Qm,n and 7rn are both monic and deg Qm,n-::; n while e" does not

vanish, we obtain
m+l-(2.11) (1 +D) Qm,n = 7rn,

which is the equation we met in Lemma 2.4. Note that (2.11) implies that the degree of
Qm,n is equal to n which is the well-known nonnality of the exponential function (cf
[16], Section 5.1). We remark also that 7rn(Z) = zn corresponds to the case where Qm,n is

the (monic) denominator of the classical Pade approximant of type (m, n).
The: proof of Theorem 2.2 will require further estimates on the leading and constant

coefficients of 1> m,n and Qm,n respectively, which are gathered in the following lemma.
To state the lemma, we need to keep track of the interpolation scheme, and we shall use
a superScript for this purpose. Hence, ~,n refers for example to the denominator of the
function interpolating e" at the points of B := B<m+n), while Q;;;~ refers to the denominator
of the function interpolating e" at the negatives of the points of B.

LEMMA 2.5. Let m = mv, n = nv satisfy (2.1) and (2.2).

(i) lfsn, qm,n areas in Lemma 2.4, then,foranyrealnumber1J < 1, we have

as soon as v is large enough.
(ii) LetPm,n and Qm,n be as in (2.10) and define Fm,n to be the leading coefficient of

Pm,n. For any real number 0 < 1] < I, we have

(2.13)
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as soon as v is large enough. In the same vein, for any 0 < 1]' < 1, we have

,(-l)n~,n(O) < -1 n~ < 2- (-l)n~,n(O)
1] (-l)"'Q;;!m(O) -( ) flm,n -1]' (-l)lnQ;;~(O)

and also the absolute estimate

as soon as v is large enough.

Here again, arguing by contradiction, these inequalities can easily be made indepen-
dent of a particular ray sequence so that (2.13) would hold uniformly with respect to
m + nand Im/n -)..1, while (2.15) would hold uniformly with respect to m + n. It can
be shown that these estimates are optimal, but we shall not need this. Inequality (2.15)
was included for the sake of symmetry, but it is actually (2.14) which is used to prove
Theorem 2.2~

We now draw some consequences of the above results. From Theorem 2.1, we will
deduce

COROLLARY 2.6. Let r:r,n = r.:"n([a, b],p) = p:r,nl q:r,n be a best Lp real rational

approximant of type (m,n) to ~ on the finite real interval [a,b1 with 1 ~ P ~ 00.
Assume that m = mv, n = nv satisfy (2.1). Then, as 1/ -+ 00, all zeros and poles ofr.:"n

tend to infinity and
r;",n(z) --+ e"

locally uniformly in C. If, in addition, (2.2) holds, then, normalizing q;",n so that q:',n(O) =

1, we have
*qm,n(Z) --I- e-z/(l+A)

locally uniformly in C.

The proof will rely on the fact that r:"n interpolates eX at m + n + I points in [a, b].
As a corollary to Theorem 2.2 we shall be able to describe the asymptotic behavior
of these interpolation points. To achieve this, the following definition is needed. If Q
is a polynomial of degree n with zeros Zl, Z2, ...,Zn, the normalized zero distribution
associated with Q is defined by

where 8Zk denotes the unit point mass at Zk.

COROLLARY 2.7. Let r;",n be defined as in Corollary 2.6 and let q~n+l be the monic
polynomial whose roots are the interpolation points of r;",n to ~. As m + n --+ 00,

the zero distribution JL(q~n+l) tends in the weak-star topology to the equilibrium dis-
tribution JL[a.b] on [a, b] whose associated measure is the arcsine measure dJL[a.b] =

(1 / 7r)dx/ ..j(x -a)(b -x).
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From the proof of (i) of Lemma 2.4, we also obtain generalizations of known results
about the location of zeros and poles of Pade approximants to the exponential function
(cf [18D.1n particular, we mention the following result.

PROPOsmON 2.8. With the notation and assumptions of Lemma 2.4, all the zeros of
qm,n lie on or outside the circle Izi = m + 1 -p.

With the notation and assumptions of 77zeorem 2.1, if n ? 2 and m ? n + p -2,
then all the poles of Rm,n lie in the right half-plane. Hence the coefficients of Qm,n have
alternating signs in this case.

In particula1; if p :$ 2, then all the poles of Rn,n lie in the right half-plane and all its
zeros lie in the left half-plane for n = 1, 2, ...so the coefficients of Qn,n have alternating

signs, while those of P n,n have constant sign.
Furthennore, if p ~ 1, then all the poles ofRn-l,n lie in the right half-plane and all

its zeros lie in the half-plane Re(z) < -2. Consequently, the coefficients ofQn-l,n have
alternating signs, while those ofPn-l,n have constant sign.

Note that it follows from the first assertion of this proposition that all the zeros and
poles of Rn,n lie on or outside the circle Izi = n + 1 -p when n ?: p -1, and all the zeros
and poles of Rn-i,n lie on or outside the circle Izi = n -p when n ?: p. Here, the assertion

on the zeros is of course obtained by symmetry, upon changingz into -z.
Finally, the convergence result of Theorem 2.1 can be slightly extended by adjoining

to the exponential function a rational factor:

THEOREM 2.9. Let {aj }}:i' {/3j }J=i be two sets of nonzero complex numbers and let
Bf.m+n), m = mv, n = nv be as in 11zeorem 2.1 with the additional requirement that the

Bf.m+n) do not contain any point in {II /3j}J=i.lf(2.1) holds andm ?: k, n ~ I, then for 11
large enough, the rational function Rm,n = P m,n / Qm,n of type (m, n) that interpolates thefuncti~n~n}:i(I+ajz)1 

nJ=i(I-/3jz) in Bf.m+n) exists and is normal, that is, degPm,n = m
anddeg Qm,n = n. Moreover;

II ~ ( 1 + CXjz)
~l~ Rmv,nv(z) = e II}: 1 (1 -(:JjZ)(2.16)

locally uniformly in C\ LIj=l {I /.8j}. It in addition, m and n satisfy (2.2), then, as v -+ 00,

(2.17)
k

P (Z ) --~/(l+')') ll( l + a.z )m.,n. :I ,
j=l

I

Qmv,nv(Z) --e-z!<l+-X) ll(l -.Bjz)
j=!

locally unifonnly in C, where Qm,n is nonnalized so that Qm,n(O) = 1..

The proof of Theorem 2.9 is but an easy extension to the multipoint case of a
classical property in Pade approximation, namely the separate convergence to some entire
functions of the numerators and the denominators of a sequence of Pade approximants
is preserved under multiplication by a rational function (cf [2], Lemma 18.3). A famous
result of Arms and Edrej [I] asserts that for ray sequences of Pade approximants, that
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is, when p = 0, Theorem 2.9 still holds if the rational factor is replaced by an infinite

product, provided the crj'S and .Bj'S are positive. At present, it is not known whether this
holds true for a nonzero p.

3. ,Proofs. We fust recall a classical theorem of Pade already mentioned in the

introduction (cf [15], equations (11)-{12), Satz 7, Section 75, pp. 434-436):

THEOREM (pADE). Let R~,n = ~,n / ~,n denote the Fade approximant of type (m, n)
to e1:, normalized so that ~,n(0) = 1. Then, as m + n tends to infinity,

R~,n(Z) --+ ~

locally uniformly in C. Moreove1; if m / n tends to a limit >., with 0 :::; >. :::; 00, then

~,n(Z) --t ~/(l+)') and Q~,n(Z) --+ e-z/(l+)')

locally uniformly in C.

In the above statement, it is understood that the approximation error 1~,n(Z) -ell can
be made uniformly small on any given compact set, no matter what m and n are provided
m + n is large enough. We shall also appeal to two other results that are particularly suited
for our purposes. The fust is a theorem ofSzego (cf [11], Theorem 16.1, p. 65):

THEOREM (SZEOO). Let

n
j(z) = L:::: aji,

j=O

" "
g(z) = L bj:;/ = b" ll(z -/3j),

j=O j=!

and n
h(z) = 2:::(n -j)! bn-.JV1(z).

j=O

If all the zeros off<z) lie in a circular region A, then all the zeros ofh(z) lie in the point set
C consiYting of n circular regions obtained by translating A in the amount and direction

of the vectors {3j.

As to the overall organization, we shall begin with the proof of Lemma 2.4 and deduce
from it Theorem 2.1. We then proceed with Lemma 2.5 in order to establish Theorem 2.2,
from which Theorem 2.3 will follow. The remaining results are proved in their order of

appearance.

k=O ,"'j
If all the zeros o/f(z) lie in a circular region A, then every zero I of h(z) has the form
I = -a[3, where a is a suitably chosen point in A and [3 is a zero of g(z).

The second result that we need is Walsh's theorem (cf [11], Theorem 18.1, p. 81):

THEOREM (WALSH). Let
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PROOF OF LEMMA 2.4. The polynomial qm,n is given by

qm,n = (I + D)-(m+l)Sn

Writing the Taylor expansion

'm; l.i,
00

(1 +X)-(m+I) = L:::(-lY
j=O

we get

qm,n

where we have used the fact that Sn is a polynomial of degree n. Thus, if q~,n denotes the
monic Pade denominator:

II

h(z) = 2:::(-11
j=O

where
bit-.. (-1'1 (m+J

.:I (n -j)! m

We mUst then take in the theorem (cf (3.2))

-

From Pade's theorem, we know that the zeros of q~,n tend to infinity with m + n since
they are the poles of ~,n. But as soon as the zeros of q~,n have modulus greater than,
say, d, then all the zeros of qm,n have modulus greater than d -p by Walsh's theorem.

This proves (i).
To establish (ii), we let

n
Sn(Z) = '"' a(n)z:tL." k ,

k=O

~n) = 1,
n

so the fact that the moduli of the zeros of SII are not greater than p implies
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From (3.1), we get

k-jZ- ,

or equivalently

We first normalize this polynomial by the constant tenn of q~,n which is (cf (3.2))

-lj~~ -
m!

thus, we set ..- ( )n m!
(3.6) qm,n'- -1 (-;;;+-;;)iqm,n.

Assuming that the variable z lies in some closed disk D(O, M) of radius M and center

zero and using (3.3), we get from (3.4)

.m! n k n! ~-k (m + j)! k! -j
Iqm,n(z)1 :5 (;+;)! t;~ k!(;;-="k5'!;;;V!(k-=ffi~

n k , (j + ), "n-k. Ik-j= L:: L:: n. m .fI M--

k=()j=O (n -k)!j! (k -j)! (n +m)!
n ~-k n! k (m + k -1)! M

= ~ (;;-="k5'!(;;+ -;;;)! ~ (k -1)! /!

n 1
( np )n-k k (m + k -1) ..~ -.

<L::- L::-k=() (n -i)! n + m 1=0

-(k-l+l)M

/!(k + m)... (k + 1)

As
= fi (k-l+s) <

s=1 (k+s) -1, 0::::; 1::::; k,

we have
n ( np n-k k M

(3.7) \qm,n(z)1 ~ 2: ( - k)1 -~, 2: -/1 ~ ~e:;r;;.
k=Q n .n+m 1=0.

Hence Iqm;(z)1 ~ ~+P, so the family {qm,n} is normal in the complex plane.
From (3.7), we see that the modulus of the constant tenn of qm,n is bounded from

above by eP. We now prove that it is also bounded away from zero, provided m + n is

large enough.
In view ofPade's theorem, we may assume that the zeros of q~,n have modulus greater

than, say, 2p as soon as m+ n > L. We now compute qm,n(O) which we shall for simplicity

rename as T m,n. From (3.5) and (3.6) we have

1

(3.8) 'Tm.tl
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Let us define

(3.9)

hm,n(z) := 1 +

so that Tm,n = hm,n(l). The family {hm,n} is uniformly bounded on any compact set in C,

for if Izi ~ M we have, thanks to (3.3): : .

so that Ihm,n(z)j :5 ePM. Hence {hm,n} is normal in the complex plane. Let H be any limit
function of this family. We claim that His never zero on the closed unit disk. To see this,
introduce the reciprocal polynomial of Sn: .

whose zeros all lie in Izi ~ 1/ p. Next set (cf (3.2»

.-. t) (m+n-j)!- .m! 0 gm",(Z) -}::: (-IY ( + ), z -(-I) -
( + ) ,qm",(z)

~ m n m n.

(3.11)

When m + n > L, we know that the zeros of q~,n lie in Izl > 2p. Applying Szeg6's

theore~ to In and gm,n' we conclude that the zeros of hm,n all lie in Izi > 2. By a classical
theorem of Hurwitz, the limit function H(z) is either identically zero or never vanishes
in {Ii! < 2}. But H(O) = 1 since hm,n(O) = 1 for all m, n. This proves the claim.

Consider now the doubly-indexed sequence {T m,n}m+II>Lo If it were not bounded away
from zero, there would be a subsequenceT mt,lIt = hmt,nt (1) that tends to 0 when k tends to

infinity 0 From the sequence hmt,nt (z), we could extract a subsequence converging locally
uniformly on C to some function H 0 But then H( 1) = 0, contradicting the previous claim.

Hence, there exists a positive constant C such that

Itlm,n(O)1 = form+n >L.

From this, we deduce that the family {qm,n / qm,n(O) }m+n>L = {qm,n / qm,n(O) }m+n>L is

in turn normal. Thus (ii) is proved.
We now turn to the proof of (iii), where we assume that m = mv, n = nv satisfy (2.1)

and (2.2). For brevity, we set

for m + n > L, and u :=
qm,n(O)

1
1+),
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We know from the preceding discussion that the family wm,n is well-defined and normal,
and we are going to prove that it converges to e-zf(l+,x) by showing the latter to be
the only possible limit function. Extracting a subsequence if necessary, we may as well

assume that Wm,n converges locally uniformly in C to some entire function

00

g(z) = LAszl".
s=O

Since Ao = 1 by construction, the relation g(z) == e-uz is equivalent to the following

identity:
(s+ 1).4s+1 +uAs = 0, S ~ O.

As As is given by the Cauchy integral fonnula, it is equal to the limit of the s-th Taylor
coefficient at zero of wm,n as v tends to infinity. Thus, writing

n
Wm,n(Z) = L::(Wm,n)kzk ,

k=O

it suffices to show that U(Wm,n)s +(s+ 1)(wm,n)s+! tends to zero, for each fixed s, as v tends
to infinity- Finally, since (Wm,n)s = (qm,n)s / qm,n(O), it is enough to prove (cf (3.12» that

m!XmJl -="-.-,:. (-;;~[U(qm,n)s + (s + l)(qm,n)S+l]

tends to zero for fixed s as 1/ goes to infinity. Now, we get from (3.4)

m' [.(n) n(;;+;;;)! uas + u L:: ain) (-1 )k-s (k -s + m) k!
k=s+ 1 -

m S!
Xm,n=

k!

(k-s-l)!s!m! k-s

m! n!p"-S
i.J(m,n~ :$ (n + m)! s! (n -s)!lul

+-~ t !!.~~~(k-s-l+m)! l(u-I)(k-s)+uml(n+m)! k=s+! (n-k)! (k-s-I)!s! (k-s) .

The first term in the right-hand side of this inequality is

1 n(n -I)... 1 lulp"-s lulp"-s
-<-
s! (m + n)... (m + I) (n -s)! -s! (n -s)!'

which tends to zero if n tends to 00. If, however, n remains bounded, theI1 necessarily
).. = 00 so that u = 0 and this term is identically zero.

As for the second term, we treat the cases).. ]I!' +00 and)" = +00 separately.
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THE CASE A 'f +00. The second tenn may be rewritten as

(3.13)

The last fraction in this expression is equal to

so that (3.13) is less than

I(u -l)(k- s) + urnl

(k-s)

Choose N ::;: n -s -1 and decompose this expression as two sums:

1 n-N n
]- [2: + 2: .

S! K=s+l k=n-N+l

The integer s still being fixed, we show that the bracketed expression tends to zero.
Setting p = n -k we write it as

(3.14)

Since f()~ p < n -s

1

1 n 1 [ p+S ] 1 =-=-1+ ~-[1+p+s],

n:-p-s nn-p-s n n-p-s n

the first summand is less than

nfl(l +p+S)~ I(u -l)(n -p -s)+uml :::; nf(l +P+S)~ (IU-ll + lul~).
p=N p! n p=N p. n

Since lu -11 + lulm / n is bounded, this last sum is the tail of some convergent series so
we can make it less than any E > 0 by choosing N large enough, which is possible since
>. < 00 implies n --+ 00. The integer N now being fixed, letting v tend to infInity, the
second sum in (3.14) tends to

N-l pP

L -I(u -l)+u>"1
p=O p!

which is equal to zero by definition of u.
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THE CASE ,\ = +00. In this case, u equals zero. Thus, we have

If s :;::: n, this already yields Xm,n= O. Otherwise, the last fraction is not greater than

~~ m -s -It- -(n -_s) =

(n + m)... (n + 1)

which tends to zero as v tends to +00 for each factor (n -k) I (n + m -k) is less than I
and tends to zero since m I n goes to +00. As the sum

is bounde~Xm,n itself tends to zero. We have thus obtained (2.8).

.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. We shall first prove the convergence of P m,n and Qm,n when
(m, n) is a ray sequence and then deduce from this the convergence of Rm,n 1Nhenever
m + n --+ 00. Therefore, we begin by assuming that (2.2) holds.

Applying Lemma 2.4 to (2.11), we deduce that Qm,n(O)-is nonzero as soon as m + n is
large enough and moreover that

locally unifom1ly in C. From the normalization of Qm,n, we have Qm,n/ Qm,n(O) = Qm,n,
and thus

(3:15) lim Qm,n(Z) = e-z/(l+,\),
v-+(x)

which gives the desired limit for Qm,no From the defining equation

(3.16)

we see upon dividing by ez and changing z into -z that

Pm,n(-Z)eZ -Qm,n(-Z) = O(qm+1ri-I(-Z))

We then deduce again from Lemma 2.4 that

(3.18)

locally uniformly in C, where it should be observed that P m,n(O) 1 0 as soon as v is large
enough. It remains to show that P m,n(O) tends to 1. Suppose this is not the case. Then
there exists an e: > 0 and a subsequence (m' , n') such that

IPml,n'(O) -1/ ? f.
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Extracting a subsequence from (m', n') if necessary, we may assume that some sequence
Ym',n' of interpolation points converges to a limit pointy in [-p,p]. Equation (3.16)
evaluated at Ym',n' leads to

Qm' ,n'(ym',n' )eYm'.n' = Pm, ,n'(ym',n').

In the limit, we get from (3.15) and (3.18) that

which contradicts (3.19). This establishes (2.3), from which the local unifoml conver-
gence of Rm,n to ~ , when (2.2) holds, is immediate.

Finally, if (2.2) does not hold, the convergence of the rational interpolants Rm,n to ~
locally uniformly in C remains true because if not, by extracting a subsequence Rm"n'
such that m'ln' tends to some number in [0,+00] (i.e. (m',n') is a ray sequence), we
contradict the fIrSt part of the proof. 8

PROOF OF LEMMA 2.5. We first establish (2.12) which by (3.6) is equivalent to

qm,n(O) ~ 11e-p/(l+>.).

Recall from the definitions (3.8) and (3.9) that

qm,n(O) = Tm,n = hm,n(l).

We have already proved, using Szeg6'5 theorem as applied to the families In and gm,n
defin~d ~ (3.10) and (3.11) that hm,n will have no zeros in [-1, 1] as soon as m + n > L.

In this case, r m,n will be positive. Now, let us replace the family {hm,n(z)} above by the
family { hm,n(z)- C } where E is some positive real number less than 1. As the constant term

ofln is 1, Szeg6's theorem can be applied as before to the families {rn} and {gm,n -E}.
Since gm;n(z) is just the Pade denominator normalized with unit constant term, we know
from Pade's theorem thatgm,n tends to exp( -z / (1 + >')). Therefore, we know thatgm,n -E

tends to exp( -z / (1 + >'») -E.

lf >. 1 00, the set of zeros of this last function is

{z = -(1 + >")logE +(1 + >")2ik7r,k E Z}.

Thus, for any positive real number a, if 1I is large enough, the polynomial gm,n -E will

have no zeros in III ~ -(1 + ),)(log E + a) and, by Szeg6's theorem, hm,n -E will have
no zeros in III ~ -(1 + )')(logE + a)j p. But Tm,n -E = hm,n(l) -E on one hand and
hm,n(O) -E = 1 -E > 0 on the other hand. Hence Tm,n -E = qm,n(O) -E will be positive

if hm,n -E has no zero in III ~ 1. This will be the case as soon as 1I is large enough,

provided

~-:;,.~~.

$: -(1 + A)(log f + a)/ p
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which is easily seen to be satisfied iff

E ~ l1e-p/(I+>.)

where 1] = e-a. This gives (2.12) for the case>. :f 00.

If>' = 00, gm,n -E tends to 1 -E. Therefore, this polynomial will have no zeros in

any given compact set of the complex plane as soon as 1/ is large enough, and Szeg6's
theorem shows that this property is also satisfied by the polynomial hm,n -E. Thus, since
E < 1, Tm,n -E will be positive for large Ii. This gives (2.12) for the case>. = 00 also,

and the proof of (i) is complete.

That the left inequality in (2.13) holds for large 1/ follows from (i) above and (2.11);
that the right inequality also holds for large 1/ is a consequence of (3.7) where we set
M = 0, recalling that n / (n+ m) --+ 1/(1 + >.). From (3.17), we see that

~,n( -z) -R~: = Q;;-~(z);

thus

~~
Q;;-~(O)

(-lr~,n =(3.20)

as soon as Q;;!m(O) r' 0, that is, as soon as v is large enough by Theorem 2.1. For any
0 < 1]' < 1, by the same theorem, we have for sufficiently large v

~1] , ::; -=..!!!d.?2 < ~
~,n(O) -1]"

(3.21)

From (2.13), we see that (-1r~,n(O) and (-1)mQ;~(O) are positive for large v. Upon
multiplying (3.21) by the positive quantity ( -lrn~,n(O)/ Q;~(O)andin view of(3.20),
we get (2.14). Finally, multiplying the latter by m!/n! and using (2.13) yields (2.15).
This completes the proof of (ii). .

(

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. For the sake of simplicity, as a first step, we shall treat
the diagonal case and write Ri = Pi / Qi for the multipoint interpolant of type (1, l). As

several interpolation schemes enter into the proof, we shall keep track of them by using
a superscript as in Lemma 2.5. Following P. B. Borwein (cf [5]), we consider for each
positive n the triangular interpolation scheme Cn whose (2n + 2k)-th row is obtained
by adding to the set d2n) = {x~2n)};:o the point zero with multiplicity 2k for k :? 0,
while the first 2n -I rows can be chosen aIbitrarily in [-p, p]. This defines a family of
interpolation schemes indexed by n, and it is important to notice that d2n) = ~2n) for

each n. By Theorem 2.1 as applied to Cn, we have that for any z E C,
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From the interpolation conditions and upon checking degrees, we get the following

factorization:

Dk(Z) := R;k+1 (z) -Rc, ( z ) = (3k+Iz2lc n~(Z -X~2n))n+k -C -C I

Q,:;.jZ)Q':;'k+1 (Z)

where ,Bk+l is the leading coefficient Of~k+1Q;k -~kQ;k+l. As the polynomials
Q-c. d Q-c. . e hn+k an n+k+l are moroc, w aye

{3 -c. -c.k+l = Pn+k+l -Pn+k'(3.24)

We derive first the upper estimate in (2.4). By equation (2.14) in Lemma 2.5, we know

that for any 0 < 11' < 1 we have

(-lYfJC" < .!.- Qf"(O)
I -,-

11 Qic" (0)

for 1 large enough. Applying Theorem 2.1 to the scheme Cn which is evidently ray with

)., = 1, we also see that for any 0 < {; < 1 and 1 large enough

Using the lower estimate in (2.13) for the schemes Cn and -Cn successively, we further

obtain that for any 0 < 1] < 1

(3.2~)

for 1 large.
To snmmarize, we know that when n is fixed and 1 = n + k is large enough, (3.25),

(3.26), (3.27), and (3.28) hold true. We claim there exists no such that these inequalities
are valid for any scheme C/I and all k ? 0, as soon as n is larger than no.

Indeed. assume the contrary. Then. we can find a sequence n' + k' with n' -00 and
k' ? 0 such that the interpolant R;~k' constantly violates one of the inequalities. But the

scheme obtained by selecting for each pair of indices (n', k'), the row C;,,+2k') is again
a ray sequence (with >. = 1) of interpolation points in [-p, p] to which our analysis can

be applied. This proves the claim by contradiction.
Now, from (3.25) and (3.26) where we substitute n + k and then n + k+ 1 for I, we get

in view of(3.23)
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that is,

IDk(z)J .$ ~[IQ~~(o)b~~~(O)1 + IQ~:~o~Q~(O)I]

as soon as n > no and k ? O. Making use of (3.27) and (3.28), we now obtain

<2~-(n+k+l)!(n+k)!- 2k2n -(2n)I Dk(Z) I -1]'021]2 (2n + 2k + 2)! (2n + 2k)! Izi Ulz Xi I,

where M = maxlzl. Suppose that n is so large that
zEK

lYf2 < I16n2 -.

Then, with a' = 17'17282 <

(3.29)

2ePc\ n! (n + I)!-
a! (2n)! (2n +2)!

00

Ie -R~(z)1 :5 2::: IDk(Z)1 :5
k=O

As Lk 1/ (n + kf is the tail of a convergent series, the quantity

can be made arbitrarily close to I by choosing 1], 1]', and 15" close enough to :1 and n
sufficiently large. Hence, we get that for any a < 1 and n large enough

c]eP n! n! 2n (2n)

1~-~(z)1 $ ~ (2n)!(2n+ l)!Ulz-xi I,

which is our claimed upper estimate for J.. = 1.
Let us now proceed with the lower estimate in (2.4). We have

00

Ie" -~(z)1 ?; IDo(z)I-l::: IDk(z)l.
k=l

From (2.13) we observe that for any 0 < 11 < 1, [large,
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By Theorem 2.1, for any 0 < 0" < 1, [large and z E K, we have

(3.32)

Moreover, from (2.14), we get for any 0 < 17' < 1 and I = n + k large

Q-c' (O)(3.33) , -I <
( _l )I-C..17 Q-c,(O) -PI

I .

Reasoning as before, these estimates can be made unifonn with respect to n when the
latter is sufficiently large and they yield

= 17'17282coe-P

On the other hand, we know that for ~e n (cf (3.29))

As the teml in (3.34) is dominant compared to the above summation, we get that for any
a < I and n large enough

thereby establishing (2.4) in the diagonal case.
We shall now briefly describe the general case where the rational fraction is of 1:ype

(m, n) with m = mv, n = nv satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). We shall again, as in equality (3.22),

decompose the error e:I: -R~,n(Z) as a sum of differences by introducing schemes Cm,n
whose (m + k1) + (n + k2)-roWS are obtained by adding the point zero with multiplicity
k1 + k2 to the set dm+n). However, we now consider two distinct types of differences; the

first is obtaine.ci by adding 1 to the degree of the numerator and the second by adding 1

to the degree of the denominator, namely

-~ = A+1,1,Q/,/, -p/,1,Q/+1,1'

Q/,l' Q/,1,Q/+1,1'

Pl+1,l'

Ql+I,I'
(3.35)

';;'.:

~:..~~' and
Pl.l.'+l Pl.JI Pl.l.I+IQl.JI -Pl.I,Ql.JI+l(3.36) -'- --= ' --' .
Ql.JI+1 QI,i.1 Ql.JI Ql.JI+ I

In our sum of differences, we choose alternatively differences of the first or the sec:ond
type in such a way that the quotient of the degrees of the numerator and denOmlllator
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tends to the limit). (intuitively, this simply means that we approximate a line of slope ).
by a step function). The factorization (3.23) can also be performed in (3.35) and (3.36)
but here the leading coefficient of the numerator is equal to Prrt+-I,n in the first case and
-Pm,n in the second case. From Theorem 2.1, we get for any 0 < Ii < I that for 1 + l'
large enough, and z E K,

-c IIQ;;.n(O)1(3.37) -1/(1.+>") $ I Q/,;.n (z)1 $ ~--"i/<~.
Cl Co

As the analog of (3.22), we have now differences of the first type

pCm.n
m+k1+1,n+k2

PCm.n

m+kt,n+k2-
QCm.n

m+kj,n+k2

Qc nr+kt + 1,n+k2

or of the se~ond type

pCm.n
m+kl ,n+k2+ I pC m+ki ,n+k2

QC"", -- QC"", .
m+kl,n+k2+1 m+kl,n+k2

The reader can check, using (2.13) for Cm,n and -Cm,n successively, and also using (2.14),

(3.37), and finally reasoning as before to make these estimates uniform with respect to
m + n, that the same upper bound for both differences can be obtained for m + n large

enough and all k1, k2, namely:

(m + k1)! (n + k2)!1
;jI;i282eP Ci/(l+A).

m+/l

(n+m+k1 +k2)!(n+-m+k +k+ 1) ,lzlkl+k2 n Iz-x~m+/I)I.1 2. ;=0 I

Note that if k1 is increased by 1, since the quotient (m + k1)/ (n + kV tends to >., we have
for any 8' > 1 and m + n large

whereas if k2 is increased by 1, we have

(m + k1)! (n +k2 + I)! Izlkt+k2+1 (m + k1)! (n + kV! Izlkl+kZI

(n + m + k1 + k1 + 1)1 (n + m + k1 + k2 + 2)! /

(n+k2+ l)lzl
(n +m +k1 +kV! (n +m+k1 +k2 + 1)!

< < 8'M
-(n +m +k1 +k2 + 1}(n + m +k1 +k2 +2) -(1 + A}(n +m+k1 +k2 + 1)

Thus, there exists a constant C > 0 such that the two previous quotients are less than
C / (n + m + k1 + k2 + 1). Suppose that n + m is so large that

~$1n+m
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Then with a' = 11'112{;2 < 1,

..0 2/(I+,x)ml n' [~r Cl ..1 +
le-R~~(z)1 ::;: ~(m+n)!(m+n+ I)!

C

n+m+l

so that for any a < 1 and n + m large enough,

The lower estimate can be obtained in a similar way from the complementary inequalitil~s
in (2.13), (2.14), and (3.37), yielding for any 0 < a < 1

17

PROOF OF COROLLARY 2.6. In view of Theorem 2.1, all we have to show is that
r.:z,n interpolates ~ at m + n + 1 points on [a, b], counting multiplicities. For p = 00, ,.,e

observe that for each pair (k, 1) of nonnegative integers, every function that is a line:ar
combination of 1,x,... ,xi, ~ ,x~,... ,.r~ has at most k+ 1+1 zeros in [a,b], exc~:pt
the zero function. Hence ~ is hypemormal (cf [16], Section 5.1) which implies tl:lat
~ -r.:z,n(x) has on [a, b] an alternation setofm +n +2 points and so m +n + 1 (distinct)

zeros in (a, b).
For p = 2 the desired interpolation property appears in [7] and, in fact, holds for any

continuous function. For other values of p, the authors could not find a reference so 'Ne
include an argument which is valid for 1 ~ P < 00 and any function sharing with 1he
exponential function the nornlality property in real interpolation.

Let Pm[t] denote the space of real polynomials of degree at most m and P:[t] denote
the set of polynomials of degree at most n with no roots in [a, b]. Let rm,n = Pm,n/ qm,n be

as soon as m + n is large enough. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. .

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3. First observe that Theorem 2.2 implies a seemingly stronger
statement which does not involve a particular ray sequence, namely:

There exist Land E, both depending only on p, K, a, and'\ such that any interpolant
of type (m,n) to ~ in m +n+ 1 pointY of[-p, p] satisfies (2.4) qssoon as m+n > L altd
1,\ -mini < E (resp. nlm < E if'\ = 00). .

Indeed, assuming the contrary, we could find some interpolation scheme s<m+n) sat-
isfying (2.1) and (2.2) but such that (2.4) does not hold however large m + n, thereby
contradicting Theorem 2.2. The above statement really means that to each'\ in [0, 00], we
can attach a neighborhood 0/). and an integer L). such that (2.4) holds for any interpolant
of type. (m, n) such that ml n E tJI). and m + n > L).. But then, (2.5) also holds because it

is weaker than (2.4). Covering [0,00] with a finite number of 'lI;. 's and defining L to loe
the supremum of the correspondingL). 's, we conclude that (2.5), which does not depeJld
on '\, holds for any value of m I n provided m + n > L. Finally, the sharpness of (2.5) was

treated in the remarks following the statement of Theorem 2.3. .
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a rational function with Pm,n E P m[t] and qm,n E P;[t]. By definition of the Lp-nonn, we

have
(3.38) II~ -rm,nll~ = t Ie -rm,n(t)jP dr.

We set degp:S,n = k and deg q:S,n = I, with 0 ~ k ~ m, 0 ~ I ~ n, and we assume

without loss of generality that P:S,n and q:S,n are coprime. Writing Ie -r m.n(t)jP as

[( e -rm,n(t) )2r/2 in (3.38) and differentiating under the integral sign with respect to
the coefficients ofpm,n, we get for rm,n = r:S,,; that

0 ::; i ::; m,

while differentiating with respect to the coefficients of qm,n yields

(3.40) 0 :5j :5 n.

Note that we actually used the fact that e -r;';"n(t) is almost everywhere nonzero to
justify differentiation under the integral sign whenp = 1.. Combining linearly (3.39) and
(3.40) and taking into account the coprimeness of P;';"n: and q;';"n implies that

(3.41)

with s = max(m +/,n +k). From (3.41), we get that s < k+/+ 1 for, by hypetnormality,

f/ -~,n( t) cannot change sign more than k+ / + 1 times on [a, b] (counting mul1jplicities).
This implies k = m and / = n, i.e. the problem is normal, and forces e' -~,n(t) to change

sign m + n + I times on [a, b] as desired. .

PROOF OF COROLLARY 2.7. Let II. lip, 1 ~ p ~ 00, denote the Lp norm on the interval
[a, b]. Letff denote the monic ChebyshevpolynoInial of degree I for the interval [a, b].

Its Loo norm realizes the minimum t/([ a, b]) of Loo norms over [a, b] of monic polynoInials
of degree I. We define the Chebyshev constant for [a, b]:

It is well known (cf [22]) that

cheb([a,b]) = (b -a)/4 > O.

We write rr;;,n for the rational fraction of type (m, n) that interpolates ~ at the roots of
q~tr+I. We recall that r:.,n denotes a bestLp rational approximant to ~ on [a, b] andq~tr+l
the monic polynomial whose roots are the interpolation points of r:z,n to ~.. Choosing
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some a < I, we deduce from (2.5) that for m + n large enough

Taking (m + n + l)-th roots, we obtain

(3.42)

as by definition, the left-hand term in (3.42) cannot be less than the Chebyshev const2mt.
But then, we can apply a theorem of Blatt, Saffand Simkani (cf [3] or [17], Theorem 5.1)

asserting that when E C C is compact, cheb(E) > 0, and E does not contain or surround a
set with nonempty (2-dimensional) interior and if Pll is a sequence of monic polynomials
of respective degrees n that satisfies

then the normalized zero distribution p.(Pn) tends in the weak-star sense to the equilibrium

distribution /l.E. .

PROOF OF PRoposmoN 2.8. With the notation of Lemma 2.4, the fact that the zeros
of qm,n lie in III ~ m + 1 -p is obtained by appealing to the following result (cf [19],

Corollary 3.1 p. 351):
The Pade denominator q~,n is zero-free in the parabolic region

{z:=x+iy E c:1 ~ 4(m+ IXm+ I-x) and x < m+ I}.

Thus, all the zeros of q~,n lie in Izi :;::: m+ 1. As we saw in the proof of (i) of Lemma :~.4,
qm,n is obtainedfromsn andq~,n/n! in the way described by Walsh's theorem. Hence all
the zeros of qm,n lie in Izi :;::: m + 1 -p.

We now recall Theorem 2.4 of[18]:

If
1 < m < 3n + 4,

then all the zeros of the Pade approximant of type (m, n)for e" lie in the half-plane

Re(z) < m -n -2.
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The symmetry between the numerator and the denominator of the Pade approximant
for e implies the coITesponding assertion about poles:

If

1 < n < 3m +4,

then all the poles of the Fade approximant of type (m, n) for ~ lie in the half-plane

Re(z) >m -n+2.

Consequently, using Walsh's theorem as at the beginning of the proof, the poles of Rm,n
lie in the half-plane-~7

(..'

Re(z) > m -n- p+2,

and thUs in the right half-plane if m ~ n + p -2. But it is easily checked that this last
condition implies n < 3m + 4, thereby establishing the second assertion of the propo-
sition. Using the symmeny between the denominator and the numerator, the J:emaining
assertions concerning Rn,n and Rn-l,n become particular cases of the previous result. .

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.9. .Set

j(z) = e"' , jj (Z) = e"(1 + (XIZ), h(z) = e" / (I -.BIZ).

The proof relies essentially on the connection between multipoint interpolants of f(z),
Ji(z) andh(z). Let dm+n) = {x~m+n)}r:on and sety := x~n) to simplify notation.. Let

ASsume that we have the three following interpolation relations:

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

dm,J-~,n = O(qm+n+I),

~"Ji -~,n = O(qm+n+I)

dm-I"/ -~-I,n = O(qm+n).

We first show that in case such ~,n and m,n exist, we must have deg~,n = m and
deg m,n = n at least for m + n large enough. Indeed, as the function f(z) = ~ :is normal,

we know that

.,
-'

..."

If equality holds, J:Ifi"n/ (1 + alz)m,n) is a Parle approximant to e"; but this contradicts
Theorem 2.1 for m + n large, as the pole -1/ al does not tend to infinity.
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Multiplying (3.45), by Tm,n(Z -y), where Tm,n is some number to be adjusted, and
subtracting from (3.44), we obtain

-~,n] = O(qm+n+l)'

Choosing the constantTm,n so that the degree of [(1 + alz)~,n -Tm,n(Z -y)ifm-l,n] is n,
we get by uniqueness of a nOImalized rational interpolant of type (m, n):

(3.47)

(3.48)

Setting z = -1/ al in (3.47), we get

(3.49) (I +'Tm,nY)dm,n(-I/ al) = 'Tm,n(I/ al + y)dm-I,n(-1 / al)'

We begin by assuming that (2.2) holds. Note that in this case, for m + n large enough, a

rational intetpolant to jj always exists. Indeed, choose r m,n such ,that (3.49) is satisfied.

This is possible because the interpolation point y is bounded while by Theorem 2.1,

~,n(-I/al) and dm-l,n(-I/al) converge to the same nonzero value. Then, define

~,n and~,n by (3.47) and (3.48) respectively. From (3.46), (3.43), and (3.45), we get

(3.44); i.e. P~,n/~,n intetpolatesjj in B<m+n).

Using the convergence of multipoint intetpolant denominators to e-z/(l+).) given in

Theorem 2.1 and the nonvanishing of the exponential function, we deduce from (3.49)

that

lint Tm,n = al
v-ooo

By taking the limit in (3.47), and simplifying we get

lim em,n
v-+oo

or

locally uniformly in C. By taking the limit in (3.48), we get

+ lim ~,n
v-oo

nr
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lim ~n = (1 + CXIZ) 1im ~ = (1 + CXIZ~/(I+A).
v-oo ' v-oo ,n

Repeating our argmnent, we prove the convergence theorem for any k if I = O. To settle
the case I > 0, we leave it to the reader to check that it is possible to use the same type of
relations between multipoint interpolants offunctionsj(z) andh(z), and then combine
the two cases. Another possibility is to use duality, remarking that

[ ilk (1 -cxoZ )] -1 [ 1 ] I e-z i=l :/ = --l. .-, -II(1 +fJ-z)

il}:i(1 +fJjz) e-znJ=l(l -CXjz) j=l 'J

and the function in the brackets plays the role of j(z) in the preceding argumtmt. This
establishes (2.17) from which (2.16), when (2.2) holds, is immediate.

If (2.2) does not hold, an argument similar to the one given at the end of the proof of
Theorem 2.1 shows that for m + n large enough, a rational interpolant Rm,n to eZ ilf=l (1 +

CXjz)j il}:l(l. -fJjz) exists and that (2.16) remains true. 8
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